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Vulnerability Tracker Solution Brief

RE-INNOVATING THE VULNERABILITY 
SCANNING MARKET

Through a strategic collaboration with Greenbone 
Networks, NNT has advanced their Security through 
System Integrity strategy with the adoption of 
distributed, fast and accurate Enterprise-class 
vulnerability scanning. NNT’s Vulnerability Tracker 
enables organizations to cost-effectively improve their 
IT posture by focusing your remediation guidance on 
the assets that pose the highest risk to your network. 

Vulnerability Tracker™ is based on the enterprise-
class Greenbone version of OpenVAS, the world’s 
most widely adopted vulnerability assessment tool. 
This forms a significant evolution of NNT’s SecureOps 
Enterprise Security Strategy and complements NNT’s 
award winning Change Tracker™ Gen7R2 to further 
efforts in solving IT Security through the definition and 
delivery of Integrity. Integrity is the cornerstone of any 
successful cybersecurity strategy and is defined by the 
SANS Institute and Center for Internet Security as the 
most critical pillar to achieving a trusted platform.     

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT: AN 
ESSENTIAL CONTROL

Vulnerability Scanning is a core foundational security 
control identified by the Center for Internet Security’s 
Top 20 CIS Controls. Vulnerability Tracker™ directly 
addresses the CIS Controls for Inventory, Secure 
Configurations, Control of Ports and Services and of 
course, Continuous Vulnerability Assessments. As one 
of a handful of CIS Certified vendors, your organization 
can guarantee that the integrity and security of all 
your IT systems are hardened and free or all known 
vulnerabilities.

Vulnerability Tracker helps organizations significantly 
reduce the attack surface of an IT Infrastructure by 
providing an outside-in perspective, instead of inside-
out. With Vulnerability Management, your goal is to 
identify any vulnerability that might exists within your 
IT infrastructure, just as a potential attacker would.

Vulnerabilities often times derive from improper 
configurations or programming errors, unauthorized 
installations, or violations of security measures, but 
vulnerability scans represent the first step towards 
detecting these misconfigurations. 

Our Vulnerability Tracker solution uncovers these and 
other risks and helps you prioritize vulnerabilities that 
need to be addressed immediately before they can be 
exploited by a cyber attack. For any vulnerabilities 
identified, full details of the exploit are provided, along 
with clear and concise guidance to remediate and 
eliminate the threat. 

https://www.newnettechnologies.com
https://www.newnettechnologies.com/vulnerability-tracker.html
https://www.newnettechnologies.com/secureops.html
https://www.newnettechnologies.com/critical-security-controls.html
https://www.newnettechnologies.com
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ELIMINATE RISK WITH VULNERABILITY 
TRACKER 

Vulnerability Tracker allows you to stay several steps 
ahead of attackers – once you know where the kinks 
in your infrastructure lie, you can take the remediation 
steps necessary to stop attackers from executing a 
cyber-attack. 

With Vulnerability Tracker, your organization is able 
to quickly identify and reduce the attack surface, 
giving you better control and assurance that your 
infrastructure is operating with the least amount of 
risk.

Today’s threat landscape is constantly 
changing, but with Vulnerability Tracker, 
your organization is able to quickly identify 
any new vulnerabilities introduced into your 
network against 66,000 Network Vulnerability 
Tests (NVTs). New vulnerabilities are added 
daily through various content providers and industry 
resources which include over 11,400 Common 
Vulnerabilities and Exposure (CVEs), Bugtraq, and 
other trusted content providers. 
CVE is the manufacturer-independent industry 
standard for the explicit identification and 
description of vulnerabilities.

SPEED & AUTOMATION

NNT Vulnerability Tracker helps organizations 
maximize scanning efficiency with hyper fast 
scanning technology and fewer false positive. 
Vulnerability Tracker delivers class-leading accuracy, 
guaranteeing the lowest false positive per scan ratio 
in the vulnerability scanning market. Our hyper-fast 
scanning technology means your organization can 
assess over 50,000 endpoints per 24 hours.

Vulnerability Tracker automatically transfers scan 
results to the management process, allowing you to 
see at a glance what vulnerabilities exist, if they have 
been addressed by your IT administration, or if any 
new vulnerabilities have been discovered within the 
ongoing vulnerability assessment. 

VULNERABILITY TRACKER KEY BENEFITS: 

> Turn-key solution: ready to use within 10 min-
utes

> Powerful appliance operating systems with
special command line administration based on
comprehensive security design

> Integrated Greenbone Security Feed with over
66K Network Vulnerability Tests

> Integrated Backup, Restore, Snapshot and Up-
date

> No limitations on number of target systems or
IPs

> Scan task management with false positive mark-
ing

> Choice between blended credentialed and non-
creden tialed tests

About NNT
New Net Technologies (NNT) is the leading provider of Secure Ops, which leverages security through System Integrity along with Intelligent Closed Loop Change Control, focused on 
helping organizations reduce their security risk, increase service availability and achieve continuous compliance. NNT delivers its Secure Ops suite by combin-ing: System Configuration 
Hardening, Closed Loop Change Control, Vulnerability Management and Event Log Management. These core security disciplines are defined by the SANS Institute as the essential Critical 
Security Controls for any cyber security initiative. W: www.newnettechnologies.com    E: info@nntws.com
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